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ABSTRACT Using a recently developed inhomogeneous, macroscopic model for long DNA bound to proteins, we examine
topological and geometric aspects of DNA/protein structures and dynamics on various stages of the Hin inversion pathway. This
biological reaction involves exchange of DNA in a synaptic complex that brings together several DNA sites bound to Hin dimers
as well as Fis enhancers. Brownian dynamics simulations in the millisecond timescale allow us to follow and analyze the DNA/
protein dynamics trajectories and to examine the effects of DNA superhelicity and protein binding on various reaction steps.
Analysis of the generated kinetic pathways helps explain mechanistic aspects regarding the process by which two or three
protein-bound DNA sites come to close spatial proximity and show that how topological selectivity (two trapped supercoils),
enhancer binding, and properties of supercoiled DNA play critical roles in regulating the inversion reaction. Speciﬁcally, a critical
amount of DNA superhelicity (e.g., jsj [ 0.02) leads to an optimal interplay for the ﬁrst reaction step—two-site juxtaposition—between large-scale random rearrangements of Hin-bound DNA and local slithering within branches of plectonemes. The
three-site juxtaposition, the second step, is signiﬁcantly accelerated by the presence of an enhancer protein that, due to severe
local bending, also alters juxtaposition mechanisms, especially for superhelical density magnitude greater than around 0.04.

INTRODUCTION
Many biological processes involve DNA/protein interactions. The binding of proteins affects structural and dynamic
properties of DNA and therefore directly impacts biological
function (Lilley, 1995; Bustamante and Rivetti, 1996). Such
protein binding effects are complicated in part because the
biologically active DNAs are usually topologically closed or
behave as such (via effective constraints on the DNA
imposed by proteins). The supercoiling of DNA is regulated
naturally by various enzymes like gyrase, topoisomerase,
and others (Bates and Maxwell, 1993; Vinograd et al., 1965;
Vologodskii and Cozzarelli, 1994; Watson et al., 1996;
Gralla, 1996).
Extensive research has focused on the effect of protein
binding on DNA. X-ray crystal structures and other atomiclevel studies can investigate protein/DNA interactions in
detail (Lilley, 1995), but current techniques limit the size of
DNA being studied to relatively short segments. On the other
hand, large supercoiled DNA systems with thousands of
basepairs have been modeled and simulated by Monte Carlo
methods (Vologodskii and Cozzarelli, 1994) and Brownian
dynamics (Allison et al., 1989; Jian et al., 1998; Huang et al.,
2001) to complement experiments such as electron microscopy and other suitable methods for large floppy molecules
(Boles et al., 1990; Dubochet et al., 1992; Zuccheri et al.,
2001). In the theoretical studies, DNA is usually represented
by a discrete polymer-like chain model, which well reproduces equilibrium and dynamic properties of supercoiled
DNA systems.
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Protein binding not only changes the local structure of
DNA (as well known from high-resolution data) but also the
global geometric and dynamic properties of the macromolecular system. To study these effects, we have developed
(Huang and Schlick, 2002) a general ‘‘mesoscale’’ model
and simulation procedure to model such protein/DNA
systems. By a mesoscopic model, we mean one that
incorporates local details as necessary and global characteristics where possible. In our case, the former involves an
inhomogeneous treatment for the DNA/protein sites and the
latter includes a polymer-level description for the free DNA
segments. The goal in the model is to incorporate sufficient
detail (or accuracy) but at the same time allow long
simulations of large systems. Essential aspects of the
inhomogeneous model are local inhomogeneous bending,
electrostatic treatment via effective charges distributed on
a macromolecular surface (based on available crystal
structures and our DiSCO algorithm (Beard and Schlick,
2001a)), and an augmented Brownian dynamics protocol
based on a nonidentical bead hydrodynamic description.
Our previous paper (Huang and Schlick, 2002) discussed
details of the parameterization of the DNA/protein model in
the Hin-mediated inversion system (Silverman and Simon,
1980; Johnson and Simon, 1985; Heichman and Johnson,
1990), which motivated our modeling and algorithmic work
(see Fig. 1). That paper also presented analyses of simple
two-site juxtaposition dynamics in the system and the effect
of protein binding on supercoiled DNA dynamics. The
model and simulation protocol are summarized in the section
of ‘‘DNA and protein models’’ under Materials and Methods
here. In this paper, we develop a set of analytic methods to
numerically distinguish DNA/protein structures based on
their topological properties and a protocol for modeling the
hix-pairing intermediate complex (see the sections ‘‘Topo-
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DNA superhelical densities to systematically study the
effects of topological selectivity on the DNA dynamics. The
results help explain why it is more facile to align two sites
with the correct topology (two trapped negative supercoils)
in a naturally supercoiled DNA/protein system than in
a system with less tight DNA supercoiling (smaller
superhelical density jsj). It is the combined contribution
from large-scale random rearrangements and local slithering
in the branched DNA that produces an optimal range of
DNA superhelicity (e.g., jsj [ 0.02 for juxtaposition with
two trapped negative supercoils). Analyzing this behavior,
consistent with experimental observations (Lim and Simon,
1992), provides further insights into this supercoiling effect.
We also examine behavior of various systems and compare
the dynamics with and without the binding of the auxiliary
Fis protein (factor for inversion stimulation) to the DNA
substrate. Our results show that protein binding has profound
effects on the DNA dynamics: Fis substantially distorts the
system and crucially accelerates the three-site juxtaposition
times, most markedly when the superhelical density
magnitude jsj is greater than 0.04. We also estimate the
juxtaposition rates for various proposed stages of the
reaction pathway; though we cannot present accurate
reaction
rates
with
our
mesoscale
model
—the rates of forming protein/DNA and protein/protein
complexes are also unknown—our measurements based on
global DNA dynamics suggest that the two-step pathway,
instead of the direct three-site juxtaposition mechanism, is
the dominant mechanism in the Hin inversion process.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

FIGURE 1 Macromolecular model and topological selectivity in a Hinmediated inversion. (A) Macromolecular model used in the study of the Hinmediated inversion. (B) Proposed pathway for the Hin-mediated inversion
reaction (Merickel et al., 1998). For an intermediate structure with two Hinbound hix sites juxtaposed, the Hin-Hin pairing must trap exactly two
negative supercoils (middle row in step 2) to allow the following steps to
successfully occur.

logical description of a juxtaposed structure’’ and ‘‘Modeling the hix-pairing complex’’ under Materials and Methods
and Figs. 2 and 3). Together with the protein/DNA model,
we use these techniques to simulate different stages of the
Hin inversion pathway over the millisecond time frame to
analyze how large-scale DNA motions with bound proteins
affect the reaction mechanism. In the Results and Discussions section, we first analyze simulations with and
without the topological criteria for DNA as a function of

Full details of our general method to model and simulate large systems of
proteins bound to supercoiled DNA molecules have been described (Huang
and Schlick, 2002) and are summarized below. Essentially, the free DNA
segments are modeled based on the worm-like chain and bead model, which
is parameterized by average properties of supercoiled DNA (Jian, 1997;
Huang et al., 2001). The DNA sites bound to proteins require a more
elaborate treatment of inhomogeneous bending and electrostatic interactions, which necessitate changes in all aspects of the mechanical model,
hydrodynamics formulation, and Brownian dynamics protocol. Here, we
discuss the new methods as well as additional analysis tools we developed to
analyze the inhomogeneous and topological properties of large DNA
systems bound to proteins. The variables used in the model and their
assigned values are tabulated in Tables 1 and 2. We also summarize how we
model the hix-pairing intermediate complex: because we cannot afford an
explicit atom-level description of hydrogen bonding and other interactions,
an effective potential is introduced. These combined methods allow us to
quantitatively track and analyze configurations generated in the dynamics
simulations of DNA and proteins in a fashion consistent with the way
biologists investigate these processes.

DNA and protein models
Homogeneous DNA model and algorithms
Energy components and parameterization. The basis for our work on
DNA supercoiling and macroscopic biopolymers, such as focusing on site
juxtaposition (Huang et al., 2001) and chromatin fiber structure (Beard and
Biophysical Journal 85(2) 804–817
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FIGURE 2 (A) Analysis of reaction. Illustration of the
inversion result: The inversion results in a circular DNA with
a part of DNA inverted. (B) A different result generated by
a break-and-seal action different from the one in the real
process (A). Topological status of this reference structure
depends on how many supercoils are trapped in the
juxtaposed structure (C). (C) Identifying the properly
juxtaposition conformation for hix-pairing structure based
on topological properties.

Schlick, 2001b), is the homogeneous worm-like chain/bead model of DNA,
combining well-known polymer chain representations with the bead model
required for defining hydrodynamic interactions. The homogeneous wormlike chain/bead model is suitable for average properties of DNA of mixed
Biophysical Journal 85(2) 804–817

sequence. Based on the discrete worm-like chain developed by Allison and
co-workers (Allison, 1986; Allison et al., 1989) and extended by Chirico and
Langowski for supercoiled DNA (Chirico and Langowski, 1994; Chirico
and Langowski, 1996), we first developed a carefully parameterized model
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FIGURE 3 Stereo views of the molecular model of invertasome complex
from Johnson’s group. Two Fis dimers
are bound to an enhancer sequence and
two Hin dimers are complexed to hix
sites.

and simulation procedure for studying the dynamic properties of long linear
DNA (Jian, 1997; Jian et al., 1997). Accuracy and reliability were
demonstrated with respect to all available equilibrium and dynamic
properties as obtained from well-established Monte Carlo procedures and

TABLE 1 List of symbols
Symbol

Definition

ri
fai,i11,bi,i11,g i,i11g

Coordinates of the ith vertex
Euler angles for the transformation from
fai, bi, cig to fai11, bi11, ci11g
Segment length between ith and i 1 1th vertices
Displacement between the ith and jth vertices
Elastic bending potential
Elastic twisting potential
Elastic stretching potential
Electrostatic potential
Excluded volume potential
Bending angle around the vertex i
Homogeneous intrinsic twist in one model
segment
Roll-like bending angle
Tilt-like bending angle
Number of charge points used to describe
a complex or a segment
Hydrodynamic diffusion tensor for nonidentical
bead model
Collective force and position vectors at time t
Random forces in Brownian dynamic algorithms
at time t
Virtual potential for hix-pairing
Distance between the center of two Hin/DNA
complexes
Coordinates of the ith Hin/DNA complex
Coordinates of the midpoint of two paired
Hin/DNA complexes
Coordinates of the ith Fis binding site
Local coordinate system on the vertex for the ith
Hin/DNA complex
Stretching potential for the virtual hix-hix
complex
Bending potential for the virtual hix-hix complex
Time taken for two hix sites to juxtapose with
exactly two negative supercoils trapped
Time taken for two hix sites to juxtapose without
any topological criteria
DNA superhelical density
Time taken for the three-site juxtaposition of two
hix sites and the enhancer sequence after the
hix-pairing event
Linking number

li
rij
Eb
Et
Es
Ee
Ey
ui
f0
Gi
Yi
nq
Dt
Ft,rt
Rt
Ehh
rh1 h2
riihin
rihin
riifis
faiihin ; biihin ; ciihin g
hhh
hh
ghh
a ; gb
tc1

t9c1
s
tc2

Lk

experimental data such as translational diffusion constants for various DNA
lengths; predictive measurements for autocorrelation times, end-to-end
distances, and rotational diffusion constants, as a function of length, were
also reported (Jian, 1997; Jian et al., 1997). Extensions from linear to
circular supercoiled DNA were subsequently reported (Jian et al., 1998),
including improvements that extended the coverage from low salt to
physiological salt conditions (Huang et al., 2001).
Our homogeneous model represents a DNA molecule of size n Kuhn
statistical lengths (or equivalently, 2n persistence lengths) as a chain of kn
straight elastic segments of equilibrium length l0. Each chain vertex i has
a body-fixed coordinate frame (with corresponding Euler angles ai,i11,
bi,i11, g i,i11) describing the transformation from local frame i to frame i 1 1.
The elastic energy contains terms for stretching (Es), bending (Eb),
torsion (Et), and electrostatics (Ee), as follows:
s

b

t

e

E ¼ E 1E 1E 1E

h nk
g nk
C nk
2
2
2
¼ + ðli  l0 Þ 1 + ðui Þ 1
+ ðai;i 1 1 1 gi;i 1 1  f0 Þ
2 i¼1
2 i¼1
2l0 i¼1
q

1

l2 l20 N expðkrij Þ
:
2 +
q
rij
n e i;j

(1)

Here h and g in Es and Eb are stretching and bending constants, respectively;
li and ui (or Euler angle bi,I11) are the length and angular displacement of the
ith segment. We set h ¼ 100 kB T=l20 ; where kBT is the Boltzmann factor, so
that the ‘‘bond’’ variance of li is close to l20 =100 (Jian et al., 1998; Jian,
1997). The bending rigidity g (related to the bending persistence length
(Schlick, 1995)) is defined so that the Kuhn statistical length corresponds to
k rigid segments, where k $ 10 (Vologodskii, 1992); typically, k ¼ 10, l0 ¼
10 nm, g ¼ 4.81kBT, and the Kuhn length is 100 nm. The torsional angle is
computed between adjacent segments using the body-fixed coordinate frame
attached to each vertex as fi,i11 ¼ ai,i11 1 g i,i11, and the reference angle
f0 is the equilibrium twist between DNA segments. The torsional rigidity
constant C is set to C ¼ 3 3 1019 erg-cm based on experimental data (see
(Jian et al., 1998)). The superhelical density s is set in a given simulation to
the desired value by specifying the initial twist fi,i11 between each pair of
segments i and i 1 1 (Jian, 1997).
The electrostatic energy Ee of the DNA model is defined by DebyeHückel point charges on the DNA segments. The variable y is DNA’s
effective linear charge density at a given molar salt concentration of
monovalent ions (cS) with corresponding Debye length 1/k, e is the dielectric
constant of water, Nq ¼ nqkn is the total number of charges, and rij is the
distance between charges i and j. We set the number of charges per segment
nq so that it accurately reproduces a continuously charged DNA segment
(Schlick et al., 1994) based on Stigter’s pioneering contribution (Stigter,
1977); typically, nq ¼ 5 works for our highest monovalent salt concentration
(Huang et al., 2001). Thus, the isotropic salt concentration is modeled by
adjusting the salt-dependent variables l and k (Schlick et al., 1994); for
a 0.2 M salt concentration, l ¼ 40.9 e/nm and k ¼ 1.477 nm1 (Stigter,
1977). This ‘‘high-salt’’ modeling required the improvement (nq [ 1)
described in (Huang et al., 2001). If DNA segments are closer than 2 nm, the
electrostatic energy is replaced by the short-range exclusion (repulsion)
Biophysical Journal 85(2) 804–817
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TABLE 2 Elastic, geometric, and electrostatic parameters used in the DNA/protein model
Parameter

Definition

Value

N
l0
le
k
C
kB
T
g
h
Dt
d0
cS
i1hin ; i2hin
i1fis ; i2fis
G0ihin ; Y0ihin
G0ifis ; Y0ifis
gGihin ; gY
ihin
gGifis ; gY
ifis
k
l
e
nqi

Number of the vertices in the circular DNA model
Equilibrium segment length
Kuhn statistical length of DNA
Number of elastic segment for each Kuhn statistical length
Twisting rigidity constant
Boltzmann’s constant
Absolute temperature
Bending rigidity constant of average DNA
Stretching rigidity constant
Time step for Brownian dynamic simulations
Radial distance criterion for site juxtaposition
Monovalent salt concentration
Vertices to which a Hin dimer can bind
Vertices to which a Fis dimer can bind
Equilibrium tilt-like and roll-like bends on an ihin vertex by a Hin dimer
Equilibrium tilt-like and roll-like bends on an ifis vertex by a Fis dimer
Computational tilt-like and roll-like bending rigidity for ihin vertices
Computational tilt-like and roll-like bending rigidity for ifis vertices
Inverse Debye length (salt-dependent, here for 0.2 M)
Effective linear charge density of double helix (here for 0.2 M)
Relative dielectric constant of aqueous medium
Number of effective charges for a DNA segment, a Hin-dimer/DNA
complex, and a Fis-dimer/DNA complex, respectively
Computational short-range repulsion force
Hydrodynamic radius of a DNA segment of l0

176 (5.28 kbp)
10 nm
100 nm
10
3.0 3 1019 ergcm
1.38 3 1023 J/K
298 K
pkBT/l0
100 kBT=l20
600 ps
10 nm
0.2 M
1, 34
5, 6
188, 08
608, 08
g, g
3.0 g, 3.0 g
1.477 nm1
40.9 e/nm
80
5, 200, 100

m
r0

energy Ey, necessary to prevent DNA strands from passing through each
other (Huang et al., 2001), where:
y

N

q

E ¼  + mrij ;

if rij \2 nm;

y

E ¼ 0;

if rij $ 2 nm;

i;j

(2)
and m ¼ 35 pN. The electrostatic energy is neglected between these adjacent
segments because the bending rigidity already accounts for the local
stiffness.
Hydrodynamic interactions and BD protocols. Hydrodynamic interactions between the DNA and the solvent are computed by placing virtual
beads of radius r0 at each vertex of the worm-like chain; these beads are only
involved in hydrodynamic interactions and do not affect equilibrium
properties of the model chain. When k ¼ 10, a value of r0 ¼ 2.24 nm for the
hydrodynamic radius reproduces experimental diffusion coefficients closely
(Huang et al., 2001). We define the identical bead hydrodynamic
interactions for protein-free DNA using the Rotne-Prager-Yamakawa
diffusion tensor (Rotne and Prager, 1969; Yamakawa, 1970)—a secondorder approximation for two identical beads diffusing in a Stokes fluid (see
also Schlick (2002, Chapter 9) for details). Algorithmic improvements such
as updating the hydrodynamic tensor less frequently than the position vector
(e.g., every 10 steps here) led to a speedup of 4–7 times. With the current
energy terms, we are able to increase the feasible time step size to around
600 ps (Jian, 1997; Jian et al., 1998).
For long-time simulations of DNA dynamics, we use the Iniesta-Garcia
de la Torre second-order modification of the first-order Ermak-McCammon
algorithm (Ermak and McCammon, 1978; Iniesta and Garcia de la Torre,
1990), which updates particle positions according to:

r

t 1 Dt


Dt
t
t
t
Dðr Þ  F 1 R :
¼r 1
kB T
t



(3)

Here Dt is the time step, rt and Ft are the collective position and force vectors
for the system at time t, D(rt), or Dt for short, is the configuration-dependent
hydrodynamic diffusion tensor, and Dij is the ijth entry of Dt. The randomBiophysical Journal 85(2) 804–817

35 pN
2.24 nm

force vector Rt is a Gaussian white noise process (used to mimic thermal
interactions with the solvent) related to the diffusion tensor D by the
fluctuation/dissipation theorem (Kubo, 1966):
T

hðRt ÞðRt9 Þ i ¼ 2DtDt ;
t

t9 T

hðR ÞðR Þ i ¼ 0

with hRt i ¼ 0

for t 6¼ t9:

and
(4)

The computations involved in the random-force vector are actually the most
time-consuming aspect of the Brownian dynamics (BD) protocol. The
traditional way, based on a Cholesky decomposition of Dt ¼ LLT (see
(Dahlquist and Bjorck, 1974)) increases in computational time as the cube of
the system size (three times the number of beads), since a Cholesky
factorization of Dt is required at every step. The alternative approach based
on Chebyshev polynomials proposed by Fixman (1986) only increases in
complexity in theory with the square of the number of variables.
Our development and application of the Chebyshev approach for
computing R in simulations of long DNA (see (Schlick et al., 2000, box
on Page 49) and (Schlick, 2002, Chapter 13)) has demonstrated computational savings for large systems: for DNA longer than 10 kbp, the
Chebyshev scheme reduces the simulation time by [50% (Schlick et al.,
2000): 60 versus 120 days for 10 ms simulations of 12 kbp DNA on SGI
Origin 2000, 300 MHz processors. In the current Hin system, we tested both
Cholesky and Chebyshev approaches and found that the standard Cholesky
approach is slightly faster for 5.28 kbp DNA. Therefore, all the simulations
reported here use the Cholesky approach.
The time step in BD algorithms of DNA is generally of order 100 ps,
much greater than the nanosecond time step used in all-atom molecular
dynamics simulations (Schlick, 2001). Improvements of the hydrodynamic
calculations and parallelization of the Brownian dynamics algorithm on SGI
multiprocessors made possible the modeling of plasmids of 6–12 kbp for
hundreds of milliseconds in days to a few weeks of computing (Schlick et al.,
2000). These advances are essential to address site juxtaposition events in
large systems at the physiological salt concentrations as used in the
experiments (e.g., Benjamin et al., 1996; Oram et al., 1997; Sessions et al.,
1997).
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Inhomogeneous model of DNA bound to proteins
Our inhomogeneous model was developed with the motivation to study the
Hin/Fis inversion reaction (see Fig. 1). Details are extensive and given in full
in (Huang and Schlick, 2002; Huang, 2003). Here we only sketch some key
features. Essentially, electrostatics interactions are evaluated using the
DiSCO algorithm (Beard and Schlick, 2001a). Directional bending is
formulated by using nonidentical beads with more complex potentials to
further mimic the inhomogeneous effects caused by protein binding.
Hydrodynamic interactions are treated with the nonidentical Oseen diffusion
tensor (Rotne and Prager, 1969; Garcia de la Torre and Bloomfield, 1977).
The resulting models thus account for basic elements of protein binding
effects while remaining computationally tractable.
DiSCO’s electrostatic approximation. The DiSCO (Discrete Surface
Charge Optimization) electrostatic approach aims to model the proteins and
protein/DNA sites in much greater detail than done in macroscopic models
by bridging traditional descriptions of electrostatic interactions on the allatom level with continuum solvation approximations on the macroscopic
level (Beard and Schlick, 2001a, Zhang et al., 2003). On the basis of
available crystal structures, DiSCO effectively defines charged surfaces
using a discrete set of Debye-Hückel charges distributed on a virtual surface enclosing the macromolecule. The approximation relies on the linear
behavior of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation in the far zone; thus contributions from a number of molecules may be superimposed, and the electrostatic potential, or equivalently the electrostatic field, may be quickly and
efficiently approximated by the summation of contributions from the set of
charges. The desired accuracy of the approximation is achieved by
minimizing the difference between the Poisson-Boltzmann electrostatic
field (solved using DelPhi (Rocchia et al., 2002)) and that produced by the
linearized, Debye-Hückel approximation using our efficient truncated
Newton optimization package (Schlick and Fogelson, 1992; Derreumaux
et al., 1994; Xie and Schlick, 1999a,b). We use 200 and 100 effective
charges to model Hin/DNA and Fis/DNA complexes, respectively (Huang
and Schlick, 2002), parameterized using a program (Zhang et al., 2003)
developed to construct irregular surfaces enclosing macromolecular
systems.
Inhomogeneous bending. The inhomogeneous bending potentials rely
on standard nucleic acid bending angles roll and tilt (Dickerson, 1989)
formulations. Orthogonal bending directions Gi (tilt-like) and Yi (roll-like)
describe the position of bead i with respect to bead i  1 in the body-fixed
reference frame (Huang and Schlick, 2002). The energy of bending Ebi as
a function of Gi and Yi is:
G

b

Ei ¼

Y

gi
g
0 2
0 2
ðGi  Gi Þ 1 i ðYi  Yi Þ ;
2
2

(5)

where G0i and Y0i are corresponding equilibrium bending values and gGi and
gY
i are the corresponding bending rigidities. Based on available structures
and data for the Hin inversion system (Perkins-Balding et al., 1997; Pan
et al., 1996; Feng et al., 1994; Safo et al., 1997), we set the equilibrium
bending angles as: G0Hin ¼ 188; Y0Hin ¼ 08; G0Fis ¼ 608; and Y0Fis ¼ 08 (Fig.
1). Measurements of the bending rigidity of the Fis dimmer binding sites
suggest that the DNA becomes more rigid; we approximate gGi ¼ gY
i ¼ 3:0 g
for Eq. 5, where g is the homogeneous value used in Eq. 1.

Topological description of a
juxtaposed structure
Many biological reactions possess essential topological selectivity mechanisms. For the Hin-inversion process, for example, only those hix-hix paired
conformations with exactly two negative supercoils trapped can successfully
proceed to form the final three-site juxtaposition complex and invert the
sequence (Fig. 1 B) (Johnson and Simon, 1985). Our work focuses on the
large-scale conformational rearrangements (steps 1–2 and 2–3 of Fig. 1 B)
but we must consider how the various possible products arriving to step 3
affect the topological change (step 3–4). We analyze the possibilities in Fig. 2

(discussed below), where we introduce points i0, i0 1 1, j0, j0  1 to label the
two hix-bound DNA sites.
The topology of a closed chain does not change during the large-scale
conformational rearrangement—the DNA chain does not break or pass
through itself in this process—(such as step 2—3 in Fig. 1 B). Therefore,
a correct conformation with two juxtaposed hix sites at status 2 of Fig. 1 B
must satisfy two criteria: the conformation must trap two negative
supercoils, and its recombination product must be the trivial circle (status
4 in Fig. 1 B) instead of topologically more complicated knots. Our
challenge is to develop a protocol of quantitative and programmable criteria
based on topology theory to distinguish such conformations from others.
Fig. 2 A illustrates an inversion process. We use i0 ! i0 11 and
j0 ! j0  1 to denote the two hix recombination sequences; the segment
between them ði0 11 ! j0  1Þ is the sequence to be inverted. In the Hin
inversion reaction, the resulting conformation (Fig. 2 A, at right) has two
new hix sites i0 ! j0  1 and j0 ! i0 1 1; with the sequence between in the
direction i0 1 1 ! j0  1: The knot type of this resulting conformation
reflects the geometric and topological properties of the initial structure
(middle column in Fig. 2 C). We also consider another path to help analyze
the correct intermediate structure of the reaction. Fig. 2 B shows that two
closed chains would be produced if cross-linking would occur (sites i0 1 1 to
j0  1 and i0 to j0). In general, these two closed chains are linked catenanes,
and the type of linkage reflects a topological property of the original
substrate (i.e., how many supercoils are trapped in a juxtaposed structure).
To analyze the supercoiled conformation at step 2 (Fig. 1 B), we show in
Fig. 2 C (middle and last column) topologies of structures corresponding to
the two cases of the DNA being inverted (as in Fig. 2 A) or broken and
resealed (as in Fig. 2 B), respectively. Various topological products can
result. For the correct intermediate structure in Fig. 2 C (a) with two trapped
negative supercoils, both a trivial circle after inversion and a negatively
single-linked catenane can result, both highlighted by the boxes.
Other juxtaposed conformations result in different knot/catenane
products. Fig. 2 C (b) shows a simply juxtaposed conformation with no
supercoils trapped. Its corresponding inversion produces a pair of nonlinked
circles. Fig. 2 C (c) shows the case where three supercoils are trapped. The
inverted conformation is now a positive trefoil, and two different catenanes
result from the reaction—a negatively single-linked catenane or a catenane
formed by double helical interwinding. Fig. 2 C (d ) shows the conformation
with two positive supercoils trapped. It is a mirror image of the conformation
in example 2 C (a), so resulting knots and catenanes are also mirror images
of those in that example. More complicated conformations are likely to
produce knots and catenanes of higher complexity.
Having enumerated these scenarios, we can now develop a protocol to
distinguish the correct conformation that would result in a trivial circle from
a virtual negatively single-linked catenane. Using this method, we can
automate tests for a particular juxtaposed conformation to occur. This allows
us to filter specific juxtaposed conformations that can proceed as consistent
with observations (Glasgow et al., 1989; Heichman and Johnson, 1990;
Merickel et al., 1998) to the DNA strand exchange stage; alternative
conformations can be rejected as an ‘‘unsuccessful juxtaposition attempt’’.
By definition, topological invariants do not change with geometric
deformations that do not entail chain breaking; those conformations thus
belong to the same isotopic class in topology. These mathematical
descriptors can thus determine the knot/catenane type of a particular
conformation. An ideal invariant should provide a unique result for each
isotopic class. The Alexander polynomial, named after its creator, James
Waddell Alexander II, is a polynomial of one variable, in the case of knot,
and of two variables, in the case of catenanes. It can distinguish knots/
catenanes based on the concept of linear color tests and it has shown to be
effective computationally (Frank-Kamenetskii and Vologodskii, 1981;
Michels and Wiegel, 1986). However, the Alexander polynomial cannot
distinguish a knot/catenane from its mirror image, such as a positive trefoil
and a negative trefoil. The linking number Lk (Bates and Maxwell, 1993),
one of the simplest topological invariant, however, can distinguish between
two mirror images:
Biophysical Journal 85(2) 804–817
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Lk ¼

1
4p

þ þ
C1

ðr9ðsÞ 3 r9ðtÞÞðrðsÞ  rðtÞÞds dt
;
3
jrðsÞ  rðtÞj
C2

(6)

where r9(s) ¼ d r/ds2 and r9(t) ¼ d2r/dt2 represents the curvature of the
curve r(s) and r(t) along the curves C1 and C2, respectively, and s, t are two
independent contour distances along C1 and C2.
We can identify the trivial circle by computing the value of the Alexander
polynomial at two points as I(1) and I(2). For the trivial circle, I(1) ¼ 1
and I(2) ¼ 1. For both types of trefoil, I(1) ¼ 3, I(2) ¼ 7, and so on. We
calculate the linking number of the reference structures (as in last column in
Fig. 2 C) to distinguish mirror images, such as structure (a) (Lk ¼ 1) versus
structure (d ) (Lk ¼ 1). We can thus combine tests of the Alexander
polynomial and the linking number to determine the unique topological state
of any candidate DNA conformation.

the local environment sterically crowded. To prevent such segment passing
events and conserve the DNA topology, we use the writhing number and the
Alexander polynomial (Jian et al., 1998; Huang et al., 2001).

2

Modeling the hix-pairing complex
A stable hix-pairing intermediate was characterized in experiments after two
Hin dimers bound to two hix sites have properly juxtaposed (see Fig. 1 B).
Part of our studies of the inversion process requires us to filter DNA/protein
systems that have properly paired hix sites out of all possible conformations.
Though the hix-pairing structure stabilized mainly by hydrogen bonds, our
electrostatic model (Zhang et al., 2003) is not sufficiently detailed to
describe this level of interaction as well as other extremely short-range
(#10 Å) electrostatic interactions. Thus, rigorously speaking, the hix-paired
structure cannot be generated exactly in the dynamic simulations. To address
this limitation, we introduce a computational potential to conserve the
correct hix-pairing structure.
Johnson and co-workers have developed a molecular model of the hixpaired structure as well as its further pairing with the Fis-bound enhancer
sequence based on chemical protection data (Merickel et al., 1998); their
model is shown in Fig. 3. We see that two Hin dimers bend the two DNA
strands by 188 and that these two DNA strands are perpendicular to each
other. These two Hin/DNA complexes are properly aligned for stabilizing
interactions and the centers of the two protein-bound sites are separated by
;50 Å, with the two Hin dimers located on opposite sides with respect to
each other. We can conserve those features by the following potential:
hh

hh

E ¼

hh

h
g
2
2
0
1
2
1
2
ðrh1 h2  rh1 h2 Þ 1 a ðaihin  aihin 1 cihin  cihin Þ
2
2
hh
g
2
1
2
1 b ðbihin  bihin 1 1Þ ;
2
1

2

rh1 h2 ¼ jrihin  rihin j;

The generally accepted pathway of the Hin inversion—
a topologically sensitive site-specific recombination reaction
—involves two major steps of DNA global conformational
changes (Fig. 1 B) (Berg and Howe, 1989; Lilley, 1995;
Heichman and Johnson, 1990): a Hin dimer binds to each of
the hix sites and the two sites juxtapose to form a stable
paired hix structure; the paired hix structure interacts with the
Fis-bound enhancer to form a nucleoprotein complex called
‘‘invertasome’’ (see Fig. 3). Finally, the two DNA strands
exchange to produce the final inversion of the sequence (see
Fig. 2 C (a)).
Intriguingly, experiments show clear differences in the
dependence of the formation of paired hix sites and of the
formation of the invertasome on the superhelical density s of
the DNA substrate (Fig. 4) (Lim and Simon, 1992). Namely,
hix-pairing (square data points in Fig. 4) requires a relatively
low degree of negative supercoiling, whereas formation of
the invertasome (circular data points in Fig. 4) as well as the
final inversion reaction, require a much higher degree of
DNA superhelicity.
Kinetic questions regarding the role of DNA supercoiling
are the focus of our modeling work. We investigate in turn
two specific dynamic stages in the Hin inversion reaction:
site juxtaposition of two hix sites, and three-site juxtaposition
with Fis after formation of hix-pairing complex. Both steps
are affected by large-scale motions of supercoiled DNA, and
an understanding of some aspects of these complex dynamic
processes can add insights that may be difficult to obtain by
regular experimental approaches.

(7)
(8)

in which rh1 h2 is the distance between the centers of two Hin/DNA complexes, and fa1ihin ; b1ihin ; c1ihin g and fa2ihin  b2ihin ; c2ihin g are local coordinates
systems for two Hin/DNA complexes. The equilibrium value for rh1 h2 is set
hh
as rh01 h2 ¼ 5:0 nm; and the values for the constraining weights hhh, ghh
a ; gb
hh
are set as hhh ¼ h, ghh
a ; gb ¼ 5 g; where h and g are the stretching and
bending rigidity constants we used to model DNA with average sequences
(Huang et al., 2001; Huang and Schlick, 2002). These computational values
were found to maintain stable hix-paired structures while DNA stretching
motion are the fastest motion (defined by h); this allows us to use the same
time step for the simulations as described previously (Dt ¼ 600 ps). We have
tested those parameters on several simulations. We found the hix-pairing
potential, together with our excluded volume potential (Huang and Schlick,
2002), to work well in terms of conserving the major features of the hixpairing local structure. However, we noted an increasing number of segment
passing attempts (102–104 per simulation step, Dt ¼ 600 ps) in the
simulations of the hix-paired structure with Fis dimers included; this is
because the Fis dimers are only 120 bp away from the hix-pairing structure,
and thus multiple DNA strands as well as four DNA/protein regions make
Biophysical Journal 85(2) 804–817
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FIGURE 4 Dependence of two different stages in the Hin-mediated
inversion on the average superhelical density s (Lim and Simon, 1992).
Reaction products are quantitatively measured using a densitometer by
a published method to calculate the number of inversions (Bruist and Simon,
1984). Stage-specific band formation is represented as a percentage of that
formed at physiological density.
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Site juxtaposition of two hix sites
Site juxtaposition times with and without topological criteria

To simulate the juxtaposition process preceding the formation of the hix-hix pairing, we model Hin-dimers on
both hix sites of a randomly selected, equilibrated DNA
substrate and let it relax for a short time (10,000 steps of 600
ps each, or 6 ms). Fis dimers are not added in this stage
because the hix-pairing experiments in vitro (Lim and
Simon, 1992) (square data points in Fig. 4) were conducted
with Hin but not Fis in the buffer to identify the formation of
the paired hix complex. We thus start simulations and
monitor each trajectory until two hix sites are properly
juxtaposed (i.e., within 10 nm of each other) with exactly
two negative supercoils trapped; we call this first juxtaposition time t c1. Technical details of how to identify such
a conformation are discussed under Materials and Methods
(‘‘Topological description of a juxtaposed structure’’). For
comparison, we also record the first juxtaposition times t9c1
based on only the distance criteria ðjr1hin  r2hin j\d0 Þ (i.e.,
no filtering geometric criteria) to study the effect of the
topological selectivity on the juxtaposition kinetics. For each
superhelical density value s, we perform 20 independent
simulations of length 10 ms each to sample the site
juxtaposition times as well as other dynamic properties.
Fig. 5 A clearly shows the effects of the topological selectivity as a function of DNA superhelicity. For
superhelical densities from 0.02 to 0.06, site juxtaposition times corresponding to structures with two negative
trapped supercoils are nearly five times longer than site
juxtaposition times without this topological criterion. If
the DNA is nearly relaxed (superhelical density is close to
s ; 0), it becomes much more difficult to produce a juxtaposed conformation with the proper topology; this is shown
by the much larger ht c1i value (by two orders of magnitude).
We can explain this dependence based on conformational
properties of the supercoiled DNA. When a DNA molecule
is negatively supercoiled, its more tightly interwound
conformation facilitates significantly the trapping of two
negative supercoils in the juxtaposed conformation. However, the exact rate of site juxtaposition with proper topology
depends on many other factors. Our studies of free supercoiled DNA dynamics (Huang et al., 2001) reveal that DNA
superhelicity strongly affects the autocorrelation patterns
in site juxtaposition events. For DNA with s ¼ 0, site
juxtaposition events are less correlated due to random
collisions (Huang et al., 2001; Huang and Schlick, 2002).
With the increase of jsj, slithering becomes the dominant
juxtaposition mechanism and makes site juxtaposition events
strongly correlated (Huang et al., 2001; Huang and Schlick,
2002). These two complex opposing and competing
mechanisms explain why equilibrium juxtaposition probabilities may be 100-fold different whereas site juxtaposition
times may be similar. (Slithering scales much slower with
DNA length than random collisions (Huang et al., 2001;

FIGURE 5 Computation of juxtaposition times. (A) Dependence for site
juxtaposition times of two hix sites on jsj. Circles show the juxtaposition
times for two hix sites with less than d0 separation while having two negative
supercoils trapped. Asterisks show average site juxtaposition times without
the topological criteria. The values for N; i1hix ; i2hix ; i1fis ; i2fis ; and cS are 176, 1,
34, 5, 6, and 0.2 M, respectively. The simulation systems include two bound
Hin dimers but no Fis dimers. (B) Effect of the enhancer: three-site
juxtaposition times after the hix-pairing with and without Fis-dimer binding.
The values N; i1hix ; i2hix ; i1fis ; i2fis ; and cS are 176, 1, 34, 5, 6, and 0.2 M,
respectively. Circles refer to values of DNA systems properly bound to the
Hin dimers and Fis dimers. The dashed straight line refers to the lower limit
of the reaction times estimated by simulations without the Fis binding.

Huang and Schlick, 2002).) In our simulations of DNA
bound to proteins, we also expect the site juxtaposition
mechanism to be strongly affected by slithering and
branching motions in a supercoiled DNA, while random,
three-dimensional movements dominate in relaxed DNA.
The interplay between these two mechanisms—random,
large-scale DNA rearrangements and local slithering in
branched DNA structures—produces the plateau in Fig. 5 A,
with an optimal range of s between 0.02 and 0.06.
Biophysical Journal 85(2) 804–817
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Dynamics

We further investigate the dynamic details of simulations for
the hix-pairing processes to dissect the roles of the DNA
superhelicity, the salt environment, and the topological
specificity on the reaction process.
Fig. 6 shows Brownian dynamic snapshots from a typical
trajectory simulating the dynamics of a DNA substrate with
hix sites bound to two Hin dimers. Since the Hin dimers bend
DNA only slightly, both hix sites do not have a strong
tendency to occupy superhelical ends or any specific regions
of supercoiled conformations. We clearly observe branch
formation and deletion events within the millisecond timescale, similar to the dynamics of free, supercoiled DNA.
Branching motions are especially important in the hix-pairing dynamics because a branch point is a natural position for
sites to juxtapose with two trapped negative supercoils, as
shown in the conformation at 29.2 ms of this trajectory.
Since positions of branch points move randomly on the 2Dlike branched supercoiled structure, such juxtapositions with
two negative supercoils occur on the timescale of a 2D-like
random walk. We also observe juxtaposed conformations
without the proper topology; these result from either random
collisions between two superhelical branches (usually more
than two negative supercoils are trapped) or from juxtapoFIGURE 7 BD snapshots from a trajectory for the hix-pairing process in
Hin-mediated inversion. The two hix sites ði1hin ¼ 10; i2hin ¼ 43Þ are shown
colored gray and black. Arrows show the sequence between two hix sites.
Hin-dimers/DNA complexes are incorporated in both hix sites (s ¼ 0).

FIGURE 6 BD snapshots from a trajectory for the hix-pairing process in
Hin-mediated inversion. The two hix sites ði1hin ¼ 10; i2hin ¼ 43Þ are gray and
black spheres. Arrows show the sequence between two hix sites. Hin-dimers/
DNA complexes are incorporated in both hix sites (s ¼ 0.06).
Biophysical Journal 85(2) 804–817

sitions on two strands of the same superhelical branch (zero
supercoil trapped). For example, the conformation at 18.8 ms
traps 10 negative supercoils instead of two.
Fig. 7 shows a typical dynamics trajectory of the same
DNA substrate for relaxed DNA (s ¼ 0). Comparing with
Fig. 6, we note that conformations are far less correlated. The
conformation at 8.3 ms shows juxtaposition with no
supercoils trapped and the conformation at 17.7 ms reveals
a correct juxtaposed structure. The correct juxtaposed
structure is thus achieved by a three-dimensional random
walk process.
We next track the time evolution of the DNA sites near the
two hix sites to investigate detailed dynamic aspects of the
juxtaposition mechanism. Fig. 8 shows typical results from
simulations of DNA at both s ¼ 0 and s ¼ 0.06. A circle at
a particular time indicates that one of the Hin-bound DNA
sites (open circles for i1hin and filled circles for i2hin ) comes
close to another DNA site, whose location (i.e., the index
number of the bead) is plotted as the y axis. In the bottom of
the figure, two reference miniplots show typical patterns
for the two juxtaposition mechanisms of random collisions
and slithering (data from our studies of supercoiled DNA
dynamics (Huang et al., 2001)). We notice that random
collision patterns dominate the plot of s ¼ 0 (top), whereas
continuous slithering motions appear frequently as broad
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FIGURE 8 The DNA segments near two hix sites as
a function of time. We plot a site if the distance between that
site and a hix site is \10 nm. In the upper panel, sites near
i1hin ¼ 10 in the simulation of a DNA with s ¼ 0 are shown
in black and those near i2hin ¼ 43 are colored gray. In the
bottom panel, sites near i1hin ¼ 136 with s ¼ 0.06 are in
black and those near i2hin ¼ 169 are in gray. Juxtaposition
events of two hix sites are highlighted by ovals. The two
miniplots at the bottom illustrate the patterns expected for
two dynamic mechanisms, random collision and slithering
(Huang et al., 2001).

bands for physiological superhelical densities (middle plot).
There we also notice branch formation and the slithering
through branch points—as short bands and clusters—and
random collisions between two superhelical branches as
isolated circles.
Besides analyzing the DNA dynamic mechanism, such
figures also provide direct information about juxtaposition
events between specific sites. In the plots of Fig. 8, an
intersection between lines and circles indicates a juxtaposition event between two hix sites (i1hin and i2hin ), highlighted
by ovals. For example, in the middle plot, we can find two
simultaneous intersections with clusters (i.e., new branch
formations) at 29.2 ms, indicating a juxtaposition event near
the branch point (as shown in Fig. 6). Examination of our
trajectories reveals consistency with our previous analysis:
different dynamic mechanisms operate for DNA substrates
with different amount of DNA superhelicity; in the range of
from s ¼ 0.02 to 0.06, juxtaposition near the branch
points results from global rearrangements of DNA branches
coupled to local slithering along the branches; this is the
dominant mechanism for properly juxtaposing two Hinbound hix sites.
We further examine the square data points of Fig. 4
describing the experimental pairing of two hix sites as
a function of s. To form a stable hix-pairing structure
requires two kinetic steps: juxtaposition of two hix sites with
two negative supercoils trapped, as we simulated, and the
short-range reaction between two Hin/DNA complexes to
form a stable intermediate structure. The second part

involves formation of hydrogen bonding and requires very
accurate electrostatic description, beyond the capability of
our model. Therefore, we cannot quantitatively compare the
experimentally measured rate (in Fig. 4) with our simulated
juxtaposition times with the proper topology (open circles
in Fig. 5 A). (Note that in the experimental results of Fig. 4,
the product density as the percentage of the physiological
density is measured as a function of time in the experiments.
These data are used to derive the kinetic reaction rates
instead of equilibrium properties (Lim and Simon, 1992).)
We do, however, observe a similar plateau in both curves
appearing around s ¼ 0.02: both reactions are substantially slowed down for relaxed DNA and rates do not
dramatically change for supercoiled DNA in the wide range
from s ¼ 0.02 to 0.06.
Three-site juxtaposition after forming
hix-pairing complex
After forming the hix-pairing complex with two trapped
negative supercoils, the DNA conformation continues to
rearrange until the enhancer sequence can directly interact
with the paired hix sites and form the invertasome. In our
millisecond simulations, we can ignore the possibility of
dissociation of the hix-pairing structures, because experiments (Heichman and Johnson, 1990) suggest that the hixpaired structure is stable for hours at room temperature.
Fig. 3 shows the molecular model of invertasome complex
built by R. C. Johnson and co-workers (Merickel et al.,
Biophysical Journal 85(2) 804–817
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1998). A distinctive structural feature of the enhancer
sequence is that the two local bends caused by the binding
of two Fis dimers form a phased structure with double kinks.
To investigate the dynamics of the three-site juxtaposition
(i.e., two hix sites and one enhancer site containing two
proximal Fix-binding sequences) as well as effects of the
Fis-bound enhancer sequence, we now analyze simulations
of the three-site juxtapositions with and without Fis under
various conditions.
Site juxtaposition times

We first select DNA conformations from our previous
simulations with two Hin-dimer bound hix sites paired and
two trapped negative supercoils. We conserve the hix-pairing structure with the proper geometry as observed in the
molecular model using methodology described separately
(see ‘‘Modeling the hix-pairing complex’’ under Materials
and Methods). Our substrate DNA has both Hin-dimer and
Fis-dimer bound, and simulations are continued until the
three sites juxtapose. This three-site juxtaposition is defined
by satisfying two distance criteria:
1

jrihin  rifis j\d0

and

2

jrihin  rifis j\d0 ;

(9)

in which r1ifis and r2ifis are coordinates for the enhancer
sequence, and rihin ¼ 0:5ðr1ihin 1 r2ihin Þ is the midpoint of two
paired hix sites. For each different superhelical density s,
multiple trajectories are performed from various starting
conformations.
Fig. 5 B shows the three-site juxtaposition times t c2 (open
circles). We see that DNA superhelicity affects strongly this
process: the decrease of jsj significantly slows down the
process by an order of magnitude. Note that the distance
between the enhancer sequence and one of the hix site is only
120 bp in our model (110 bp in experiments), shorter than
DNA’s persistence length, and this juxtaposition is expected
to be slow because a higher free-energy is required to form
a small loop. Interestingly, a higher magnitude of DNA
superhelicity (jsj [ 0.04) is required here compared with the
previous juxtaposition process between two sites (Fig. 5).
Effects of the Fis enhancer

According to experimental observations, the enhancer
sequence with Fis bound is required for the efficient Hin
inversion both in vitro (Johnson et al., 1986) and in vivo
(Johnson et al., 1988) and can accelerate the reaction by
more than 150-fold (Johnson et al., 1986).
Fig. 5 B shows this enhancement by Fis on the three-site
juxtaposition rates (open circles) compared with measurements with Hin-bound sites only (the dashed line for the
lower limit estimate). This behavior can be explained by the
severe local bending (Huang and Schlick, 2002) induced by
the two Fis dimers and its altering of the local electrostatic
and hydrodynamic properties. How can such local changes
Biophysical Journal 85(2) 804–817

affect DNA global dynamics and juxtaposition kinetics? All
our five simulations of the system without Fis dimers (and
two paired hix sites) for each jsj value failed to produce
three-site juxtapositions within 40 ms (3 months CPU time
per trajectory) (Huang, 2003). This time thus provides only
a lower bound for the actual three-site juxtaposition times
(dashed, straight line in Fig. 5 B).
Why does Fis play such a crucial role in the three-site
juxtaposition and hence in invertasome formation? Let us
first examine the local distortion of the Fis dimers. The large
bend ;608 toward the minor groove in each Fis-dimer bound
site certainly lowers the free-energy barrier to form a 120 bp
loop required in the three-site juxtaposition. From the
molecular model of the three-site juxtaposed invertasome
(Fig. 3), we find many spatial restrictions as a consequence
of the requisite topology. Since strand crossing is not
allowed during juxtaposition, the two negative supercoils
trapped in the hix-pairing events must be conserved. The
strong bending caused by Fis can substantially alleviate the
steric conflicts by allowing the two Fis dimer to bind the
enhancer sequence properly. The Fis-dimer binding also
induces significant changes of the local electrostatic fields,
as we know from our DiSCO modeling (see Fig. 1 A). The
negative charges of the DNA polyelectrolyte are further
screened near physiological monovalent salt environments
(cS ¼ 0.2 M). Since our studies of two-site juxtaposition
indicate that the protein binding effect on electrostatic interactions is only significant after sites become very close,
that is in the range of 7.5–15 nm (Huang and Schlick, 2002),
we expect a similarly subtle effect for three-site juxtaposition
kinetics.

Dynamics

We now inspect many trajectories simulating the three-site
juxtaposition for various superhelical densities. Fig. 9 A
shows a series of snapshots from a trajectory with s ¼
0.06. In the first conformation (same as final in Fig. 6), hixpairing with two trapped negative supercoils occurs at
a branch point where the sequence between the two Hinbound sites forms a superhelical branch. As discussed for the
hix-pairing study, juxtapositions at branch points are favored
since they naturally trap two negative supercoils. After
forming the hix-pairing intermediate, we find that that the
branch point is conserved in the dynamics, such as shown in
Fig. 9 A. The three-site juxtaposition, therefore, happens as
the short branch randomly changes until a proper juxtaposition forms.
For comparison, we show in Fig. 9 B several snapshots
from a trajectory of the three-site juxtaposition with s ¼ 0.
The DNA conformations are irregular, but the two trapped
negative supercoils produce a short branch for the sequence
between hix sites. Similarly, the final three-site juxtaposition
is achieved mainly through random conformational changes.
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FIGURE 9 BD snapshots of three-site juxtaposition after
pairing of the two hix sites in Hin-mediated inversion
process. (A) The two hix sites ði1hin ¼ 10; i2hin ¼ 43Þ are
shown colored gray and black. The sequence between two
hix sites is indicated by arrows. Two Hin dimers bind to both
hix sites and form a stable hix-pairing structure. Two Fis
dimers bind on the enhancer sequence. The values
N; i1hix ; i2hix ; i1fis1 ; i2fis2 ; s; and cS are set to 176, 1, 34, 5, 6,
0.06, and 0.2 M respectively. (B) Parameters are the same
as in A except that s ¼ 0.

The movements, however, tend to be more open and flexible
in more relaxed DNA conformations (lower jsj).
Fig. 10 shows a trajectory from the same starting
conformation as in Fig. 9 A, except that the enhancer
sequence is not bound to two Fis dimers. The enhancer
sequence is usually more straight, behaving as all other
protein-free DNA segments in the model. The branched
structure is conserved, but forming the three-site juxtaposition conformation is much more difficult: no successful
juxtaposition over 40 ms, in contrast to a timescale of 1 ms
where Fis is present. By analyzing the successful three-site
juxtaposition structures (such as the two in Fig. 9, A and B),
we find that a proper three-site juxtaposition always involves
severe bending of the DNA to allow all three DNA strands as
well as four DNA/protein complexes to fit into a small space.
The DNA bending introduced by the Fis dimers reduces the
free energy required for the three-site juxtaposition and

FIGURE 10 BD snapshots of the three-site juxtaposition after pairing two
hix sites without the Fis binding. All parameters are the same as in Fig. 9
except that there is no Fis dimer binding on sites of ifis1 and ifis2.

makes the enhancer site less negatively charged, which also
favors the crowded final structure. The sum of those effects
explains why the binding of two Fis dimers on the enhancer
sequence is so critical to the three-site juxtaposition reaction.

Feasibility of other pathways
Three-site juxtaposition times are defined as the average time
required for three sites, two hix sites and the enhancer sequence, to direct juxtapose without forming the hix-pairing
structure and thus be sufficiently close for proteins to interact
and form the invertasome complex. If the average three-site
juxtaposition time is compatible to the sum of juxtaposition
times (t c1 1 t c2) in the proposed pathway (Fig. 1 B), the
direct pathway without forming the hix-pairing intermediate
must be considered as an important competitor to the
proposed mechanism of the two-step juxtaposition pathway.
In the previous sections, we only report the two-site
juxtaposition time for hix sites t c1 when the enhancer Fis
does not present, which corresponds to the case in vitro (Lim
and Simon, 1992). However, in vivo, both Hin and Fis exist.
We are not able to achieve acceptable statistics on the
simulations of two-site juxtaposition for hix sites with both
Hin-dimer and Fis-dimer properly bound mainly because of
the computational time limit, but based on our preliminary
data, we can estimate that the two-site juxtaposition times of
hix sites, with both Hin and Fis or with only the Hin, are in
the same timescale.
We have simulated many trajectories of DNA with both
hix sites and the enhancer sequence bound to proper protein
dimers to investigate the rates and probabilities of the direct
juxtaposition of three sites. Those trajectories are of lengths
ranging from 20 ms to 50 ms and required many months of
computing times. For most of those trajectories, we did not
observe a single three-site juxtaposition; statistics are thus
too poor to provide quantitative measurements on direct
three-site juxtaposition rates. Still, the rarity of successful
three-site juxtaposed structures suggests the much slower
Biophysical Journal 85(2) 804–817
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time for this single-step juxtaposition mechanism as opposed
to the two-step juxtaposition pathway. The two-step mechanism is thus expected to be the dominant mechanism in real
systems.
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CONCLUSION
We have studied the global dynamics in the Hin-mediated
inversion process by using the computational model and
simulation protocols for supercoiled DNA molecules with
bound proteins as previously developed. The resulting
mesoscale model integrates atomic detail where essential
with a macroscopic representation at the polymer level to
permit long time trajectories of a large system (thousands of
DNA basepairs). Our previous study (Huang and Schlick,
2002) validated the model by reproducing translational
diffusion coefficients and radius of gyrations as measured by
light-scattering experiments and computed by Monte Carlo
simulations. Here we also developed required numerical
protocols to distinguish among various juxtaposition conformations based on topology and to judge whether an
intermediate structure is acceptable in the real biological
pathway; these allowed us to quantitatively identify conformations ‘‘with exactly two negative supercoils trapped’’
as described in the literature.
We have performed Brownian dynamics simulations to
mimic various dynamic steps involved in the proposed
multistep inversion pathway (Fig. 1). By systematically
comparing the simulation results under different conditions,
we could delineate the effect of topological selectivity on the
dependence of the reaction rates on DNA’s superhelicity as
observed experimentally, and study the effect of Fis binding
on reaction rates, to help understand the importance of
the Fis factor. We found that DNA superhelicity plays
important regulatory roles in the different stages of the
multistep pathway: the juxtaposition of two hix sites is
markedly enhanced when jsj [ 0.02 whereas the subsequent
juxtaposition between the hix-pair and the Fis-bound enhancer sequence requires a higher amount of DNA superhelicity (jsj [ 0.04), as observed experimentally (Lim and
Simon, 1992). Our computed juxtaposition rates show how
much more accelerated the two-step inversion pathway is
compared to the alternative single-step pathway, and explain
how local electrostatics and bend deformations caused by
Fis work together with global supercoiling geometric features to accelerate juxtaposition in Hin- and Fis-bound DNA.
The methods developed here to model, simulate, and
analyze large DNA/protein systems are general and
potentially useful for applications involving large DNA
molecules (thousands of basepairs) with bound proteins in
solution, such as resolvase DNA and integrase DNA systems
(Lilley, 1995; Glasgow et al., 1989). We hope to apply
a similar approach to study interesting mechanisms of Tn5
transposase and related mobile DNAs.
Biophysical Journal 85(2) 804–817
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